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Toroidal metamaterials stand out by extremely high-Q resonances. Their radiation losses are suppressed, and
fields in the metamolecules are extremely high and sensitive to the additional losses. In this work, we intro-
duce a novel concept of metabolometer. It is based on the combination of a microwave high-Q factor toroidal
metamaterial as readout device with embedded micro-pad superconductor as an absorber of terahertz (THz)
radiation. We establish that a pad with 20 kΩ/sq sheet resistance reduces metamaterial Q-factor and changes
the stop-band level by as much as –50 dB at 1.5 GHz. Importantly, this sensitivity to the additional losses
requires no galvanic connection to the absorber. This allows one to detect THz heating of superconducting
pad via the change in metamaterial transmission spectrum. We consider the absorber as a superconducting
hafnium film because of its nonlinear response at 1.5 GHz below  mK. Respectively, we estimate the
losses in hafnium over temperature at the metamaterial resonant frequency using Mattis–Bardeen theory.
This approach can significantly improve the future design of the terahertz/millimeter-wave detectors.
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Metamaterials are artificial periodic structures
with exceptional properties, unachievable in conven-
tional electronic materials. Metamaterials can prevail
as high Q-factor resonators in a wide frequency range
[1–3]. Importantly, metamaterial devices can operate
at low temperatures [4, 5]. Metamaterials can be man-
ufactured in a single lithography step and their appli-
cations include harvesting devices, filters, and anten-
nas [6]. This defines metamaterials as a promising
platform for applications at high frequencies.
Recently, a lot of work in this field is put into filling the
THz frequency gap. Metamaterials cover all three
devices of interest: sources [7], modulators [8–11],
and detectors [12, 13] of THz radiation. The latter is
the subject of this work.

THz detectors have applications in remote sensing
[14], security applications [15], biomedicine [16, 17],
and astronomy [18, 19]. There are several physical
mechanisms THz detectors can work on. It can be
based on the change in the properties of a material
(surface charge, electrical inductance, resistance, and
others) of a material, heated by THz radiation, or on
electron transition induced by THz radiation [20].
Bolometers are one of the most widely used THz
detectors. In general, bolometers are thermal detec-
tors, which exploit materials with temperature-depen-
dent electrical resistance. A bolometric thermometer
is used to detect temperature rise of an absorber. The
low-temperature operation (from several millikelvins
to several kelvins) allows one to use a superconductor

[21] for the bolometric thermometer. Superconductiv-
ity-based thermometer has an extremely sharp transi-
tion from zero resistance state to normal state. Such
bolometers are called Transition Edge Sensor (TES)
detectors [22]. They allow extremely sensitive mea-
surement of the absorbed energy by measuring the
temperature change of the absorbing pad. When the
energy of the incoming photons exceeds the energy of
the electron pairing, superconductor gains resistance
that corresponds to its normal state. Then, the photon
energy is converted into heat. Since Earth’s atmo-
sphere is low-transparent at terahertz frequencies,
superconductor absorbers are promising for space
applications. Importantly, Planck’s spectrum of the
Cosmic Microwave Background has a roll-off above 1
THz. This makes Outer Space transparent for it,
allowing observation of the most distant regions of the
Universe using the highest sensitive detectors, primar-
ily the superconducting bolometers. The astronomical
community imposes high requirements on the detec-
tor characteristics due to extremely low signal levels
available from the Cosmic Microwave Background
Radiation [18, 23] and other objects of the Deep Space
[24].

Metamaterials with easy-to-engineer properties
have been of significant use in the development of
devices that meet these requirements. Metamaterials
are usually integrated into bolometers as absorbers
[25, 26]. As a result, one can broaden [27], narrow [13]
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Metamaterial design. External
radius of the metamolecule is 52.5 mm; lateral gaps are
6.3 mm wide and central gap is 4.2 mm, thickness of the
sheet PEC is 0.2 mm. Hafnium absorbers in the center of
each metamolecule are 0.5 × 0.5 mm (shown in the inset).
GHz beam excites resonance in the metamaterials, while
THz beam changes the state of the absorbing Hf pads
placed in the center of each metamolecule.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Simulated transmission spectrum.
The inset depicts the distribution of the electric field. The
red color in the center of the metamolecule corresponds to
maximum of the electric field (27070 V/m).
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or move the bandwidth, increase sensitivity, and con-
trol the speed of operation [28].

In this work, we propose a metabolometer based on
high Q-factor microwave toroidal metamaterial with
integrated absorbing superconducting pad (Fig. 1).
The resistance of superconducting elements can be
varied by absorption of THz radiation (heating),
which drastically changes the metamaterial microwave
response. We study numerically the dependence of
metamaterial resonance characteristics on the resis-
tance  of the absorber pad. To explain the nonlinear
spectral feature, we perform multipole expansion of
the response at the resonance frequency for different
values of R. We also estimate theoretically how charac-
teristics of the resonance change over the pad tem-
perature in the case of the square-shaped absorber
made from a superconducting hafnium film.

The metamaterial we choose to play the role of the
high Q-factor resonator is anapole metamaterial pro-
posed by Basharin et al. [29]. Its outstanding proper-
ties have been used to benefit such devices as THz
modulators and resonators by authors [30, 31] and
other teams [32, 33], as demonstrated by the authors.
Among the properties of chosen metamaterial, we
highlight the negligible impact of the losses in real
conductors on the metamaterial Q-factor: just two
orders of magnitude less [29]. The array of metamole-
cules was simulated with periodic boundary condi-
tions. Each of the periodically arranged metamole-
cules consists of two mirrored epsilon letters as shown
in Fig. 1. In the simulation, an incident microwave
radiation, polarized along the central wires, penetrates
the single PEC metamolecule accounting for the peri-
odic boundary conditions of their array. It excites two
counter directed currents in the metamolecule voids,
which results in magnetic fields vectors being rotated
around the central strips (inset in Fig. 2). Such field

( )R
configuration resembles a torus cross section, which
enables excitation of the toroidal dipole moment along
with the electric dipole moment. We start by evaluat-
ing and tuning the properties of the metamaterials
without the absorber. The dimensions of a metamole-
cule are chosen so that the transmission spectrum
(Fig. 2) exploits a deep resonance at 1.5185 GHz. The
minimum of transmission reaches 130 dB. The inset in
Fig. 2 shows that the electric field is localized in the
central gap of the metamolecule at the resonance fre-
quency.

Correspondingly, we incorporate an absorbing
(Hf) pad between the central strips, 1.85 mm away
from each (Fig. 1). We study, then, how the metama-
terial resonance from Fig. 2 changes with the increas-
ing resistance of the pad. The role of the absorber plays
a 0.5 × 0.5 mm pad with variable surface resistance.
Physically, this means that bolometer based on our
metamaterial is illuminated with two electromagnetic
waves at the same time. The wide microwave beam is
the plane wave at the resonance frequency of the
metamaterial. The second beam is THz radiation
which is absorbed by a lossy element (Hf pad) in the
center of each metamolecule. They are depicted as
pink and blue beams in Fig. 1 correspondingly.

While simulating nonlinear Hf absorber, we con-
sider the model of its high-frequency-induced transi-
tion from superconducting to the normal state. We
plot its resonance minimum over the surface resis-
tance of the pad in Fig. 3. The actual transmission
spectra for small resistance varying from  Ω/sq
to  Ω/sq are presented in the inset in Fig. 3.
We observe a resonance frequency shift in Fig. 3 in
comparison to Fig. 2 because the presence of the
absorber (the piece of metal) slightly changes the
capacitance of the metamolecule. For the resistance
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Transmission minimum versus the

resistance of the inserted absorber. (Inset) Simulated
transmission spectra for different resistance of the inser-

tion.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Scattering by multipoles (a) and

interference multipoles (b) at resonance frequency versus

pad surface resistance.
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up to 160 Ω/sq, simulations predict no essential
change of the resonance frequency, though the Q-fac-
tor is strongly reduced. For the larger resistance, reso-

nance frequencies change slightly (about 3 × 10–3).
The resistance dependence of the transmission mini-

mum demonstrates a maximum at  kΩ/sq

as shown in Fig. 3. This maximum corresponds to
the matching point of the effective resistance of the
absorber and the active part of the resistance of
the electromagnetic field in the toroidal resonator.
The absorber in the matching condition can dissipate
the maximum of the power from the resonator, thus
reducing the toroidal effect to its minimum. The refer-
ence level at the matching point is about –40 dB.

To explain the nonlinearity of the resonance char-
acteristics over pad resistance, we perform multipole
expansion of the currents excited in each metamole-
cule for different values of R. Along with electric
dipole moment P, we consider the following multi-
poles (Fig. 4a): magnetic dipole, M, and toroidal

dipole, T, moments and electric, , and magnetic,

, quadrupoles. We also add the multipoles of the

next order, i.e., mean-square radii of toroidal 

dipole and magnetic quadrupole , to the expan-

sion [34, 35]. Since other multipoles of mean-square
radii are close to zero, we do not show them in Fig. 4.
Although radiation intensity of mean square radii
multipoles is low, for the correct characterization of
the system, their contributions must be considered.

The metamaterial resonance is determined by
toroidal dipole moment, accompanied by electric
dipole and magnetic quadrupole moments. Up to
10 kΩ/sq, the difference between electric and toroidal
multipoles is increasing, ruining the anapole state and
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decreasing the resonance depth (Fig. 4). At 10–

20 kΩ/sq, the difference between electrical and toroi-

dal dipole is maximal. It causes the biggest deviation

from the anapole state, and the resonance amplitude

achieves its minimal value (see Fig. 3). To investigate

these multipoles’ interaction, we study the scattering

by the interfered multipoles (Fig. 4b). As expected, the

interaction between toroidal and electric dipoles (con-

sidering the contribution of toroidal mean-square

radius) experiences a minimum at 10–20 kΩ/sq. At

the higher values of R, the scattering by interfered T
and P increases as the resonance is getting deeper

(Fig. 3).

In the actual structure, the superconducting haf-

nium film can be considered as a promising yet easy-

to-use candidate for the role of bolometer absorber.

Physically, the resistance of hafnium film in high-fre-

quencies can be explained using the Mattis–Bardin

theory [36] with the following equations:

(1)
σ σ
σ σ
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Fig. 5. (Color online) (red) Normalized resistance esti-

mated by Mattis–Bardeen theory for hafnium and (grey)
the transmission minimum from Fig. 3 versus the tem-
perature of the hafnium absorber near its critical tempera-

ture.
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where  is the normalized resistance,  is the

Fermi–Dirac function,  is the temperature-

dependent energy gap,  and  are the real and
imaginary parts of the complex conductivity of the

superconducting state , and  is the
normal conductivity.

We use Eq. (1)–(5) to plot the temperature depen-
dence of hafnium resistance at 1.5 GHz (Fig. 5, red).
Hafnium, despite its potential as a material of interest,
remains underexplored and less popular in current
research endeavors. In our simulations, we use the
hafnium film properties reported in the following
papers [37–41]. Closer to the critical temperature

 K the superconducting phase transition
occurs in magnetron sputtered at a direct current haf-
nium with thicknesses up to 60 nm. The receiving sys-
tem in our setup is set to be the hafnium film. Heated
by THz radiation it changes the GHz response of the
metamaterial. Metamaterial is designed to have reso-
nance in GHz frequency range due to two main rea-
sons. First, we work with the metamaterial with a
sharp resonance with high Q-factor. This allows us to
achieve the sensitivity reported in the paper. The
detection of such a high Q-factor resonance in the
THz frequency range has proven itself to be a challeng-
ing task in metabolometer applications [42–44]. Sec-
ond, the superconducting hafnium film used as the
absorber has a nonlinear response at 1.5 GHz below

°C. Thereafter, the nonlinear response is
possible below its critical temperature. We use this
data to estimate the dependence of the response of the
proposed bolometer on the temperature of hafnium
pad heated by THz radiation (Fig. 5, gray), using the
correspondence of transmission minimum of meta-
material and pad resistance from the Fig. 3. A strong
correlation between the resistance of the hafnium pre-
dicted by Mattis–Bardeen theory and transmission of
the metamaterial can be observed when comparing red
and gray curves in Fig. 5.

Indeed, the concept of metabolometer can be
exploited as extremely sensitive sensor of external radi-
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ation by the following. The heating of the Hf pad

induced by THz radiation can be detected by corre-

sponding changes in metamaterial transmission

microwave spectrum. For example, the transmission

level –60 dB would correspond to 0.37 K (Fig. 5).

Moreover, the insignificant temperature change of

0.01 K gives rise to the substantial change (up to 7 dB)

of the transmission level: from –67 to –60 dB. Such

properties of the metabolometer make it a promising

platform for hybrid astronomy detector of low THz

radiation. We note that metamaterial component is

purely metal, and our approach requires a supercon-

ductor only for a micro-pad absorber.

In conclusion, we proposed a model of a supercon-

ducting metabolometer. We demonstrated that toroi-

dal metamaterials are very promising candidates for

bolometers applications due to strongly localized elec-

tric fields and extremely high Q-factor transmission

spectra. This allows toroidal metamaterials to detect

the slightest change of incorporated absorbers resis-

tance. The proposed bolometer is based on the super-

conducting transition. To show this, we used Mattis-

Bardeen theory to evaluate the dependence of the

metamaterial resonance characteristics on the tem-

perature of Hf pad. In the practical implementation, a

focused THz beam would heat the absorber, while a

plane GHz wave would be used for reading the

absorber’s temperature at the resonant frequency of

the toroidal metamaterial. The depth of the resonance

on the transmission spectrum of the GHz wave would

reveal the temperature of the pad, and, correspond-

ingly, the frequency of the detected THz radiation.

Practical realization of the proposed bolometer has

potential applications in astronomy as detectors of

extremely low THz signal levels available from the
JETP LETTERS  Vol. 118  No. 5  2023
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Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation [15, 19]
and other objects of the Deep Space [20].
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